
Projection of Estate Tax 10/18/2022

Current Year: 2022
Current Tentative Tax Base: $10,000,000
Growth Rate: 5.000%
Client's Age on 12/31/2022: 65
Spouse's Age on 12/31/2022 (0 if none): 63
Number of Years of Growth:   23.7
Life Expectancy Used: Joint Life
Sunset in 2026?: Yes
Inflation Rate for Estate Tax Exclusion: 2.00%
State: NY

Projected Value of Taxable Estate in 2045: $31,782,378
Federal Estate Tax in 2045: $3,284,159
NY Estate Tax in 2045: $4,551,980
Total Death Tax in 2045: $7,836,139

Estate Remaining in 2045: $23,946,239

Impact of Death Taxes in 2045

10.33 %

14.32 %

75.34 %

$3,284,159 Federal Estate Tax
$4,551,980 State Death Tax

$23,946,239 Left for Heirs
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Projection of Estate Tax

This illustration estimates the burden of federal and state death taxes at the death of the second to die of a couple. It is an
important calculation for planning an estate and providing sufficient cash to meet tax and other needs. 

The unlimited marital deduction, for those who qualify, postpones federal estate taxes (and in some cases indirectly
postpones state death taxes) until the death of the survivor of a married couple.  Thanks to the "portability" of the estate
exclusion amount that was introduced as part of the Tax Relief, Unemployment Insurance Reauthorization, and Jobs
Creation Act of 2010, a surviving spouse can inherit the deceased spouse's unused exclusion amount as well as the
deceased spouse's estate without necessarily increasing the estate tax payable upon the death of the survivor. 

Unfortunately, although there may be more flexibility while the surviving spouse lives, at his or her death, the "2nd Death
Wallop" occurs. At this point, the federal and state death taxes are imposed on what often is a much larger estate than
anticipated. Many executors (and especially those where the family business or some other relatively non-liquid asset
comprised the bulk of the wealth) are shocked and dismayed at the large amount of cash that must be raised to pay
federal and state taxes as well as administrative costs. 

There are numerous solutions to a "liquidity need" (cash must be raised to pay federal and state death taxes as well as
legal and accounting fees and probate costs within nine months of death) problem. 

Most estate planners utilize life insurance in one form or another to create the cash to satisfy that need. Survivorship ("2nd
to Die") coverage is one approach. Here two lives are insured but payment is made only when the second death occurs. In
some cases, the premiums are lower then if two individual policies are used. Medical underwriting standards may be eased
somewhat for survivorship coverage due to the fact that the insurer will not have to pay until the second death occurs.
Some authorities also claim that if a split dollar plan is used, the "P.S. 58 cost" will be significantly lower than if individual
policies are used. Insuring the younger healthier spouse or both spouses is an alternative. 

Regardless of which policy arrangement is selected, the concept of creating cash at the second death of two individuals is
a sound estate planning technique. It should not ignore the importance of adequate planning for the inevitable (and
sometimes surprisingly high) costs at the death of the first spouse to die. 


